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1. ADOPTION OF SIXTH REPORT OF THE COMM T EE (Document A14 /P&B /34)

Dr KAMAL (United Arab Republic), Rapporteur, read the draft sixth report of the

Committee (document Al4`P &B/34) ,

Dr BOERI (Monaco) , referring to the -draft- .res-olution -- contained in the report,

said that he had some remarks to make about item 2.8 of the agenda.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that with the approval by the Committee of the draft

resolution in question the discussion of item 2.8 had been closed. Delegates couac

discuss the draft report as such, but not the substance of the draft resolution

contained in it.

Dr BOERI (Monaco) said that he had wished to avoid the necessity for raising

the question in plenary session, but in view of the Chairman's ruling he would be

o' aged to do so.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether there were any objections to the adoption Of

the report.

Dr BOERI - (Monaco) said  that he  naturally objected to the adoption of the report.

Decision; In the absence of other objections, the report was adopted.

2. DECLARATION CONCERNING THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND TEE
TASKS OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (Documents A14/P&B/10, Alk/P&B/10, Annex
Rev.l, A14 /P &B /30 and A14 /P&Bj 33) (continued)

Dr PISTOLS (Albano.) said he was glad the Committee' had decided to discuss the

item, and not to shelve it' as proposed by the delegate of the Netherlands. That

delegate had very understandable reasons for not wishing the matter to be discussed,
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but other delegations had their reasons for feeling differently. If he had rightly

understood him, the Netherlands delegate had said that he also was opposed to

colonialism, in which case he could perfectly well have spoken against it. But in

any case, what the colonial peoples wanted was not fine speeches but living standards

as high as those enjoyed by others, and to attain that they first had to be

independent. Very fine and lengthy speeches had been made at the fifteenth session

of the United Nations General Assembly on granting independence to colonial peoples,

but when it had come to a vote on the draft resolution of the Soviet Union the

imperialist countries, including the United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands,

had come out against it.

The imperialist colonizers were in the habit of removing all the wealth from

the territories they occupied without ever considering that the populations of those

territories ought to have a share in it. When colonial territories became

independent it was always through their own efforts and those of other peace -loving

countries, never with the free consent of the imperialist powers, as some speakers

had claimed. That had been shown, for example, by recent events in the Congo, where

the United States of America had helped the former colonial Power in its efforts to

maintain its domination.

He supported the draft resolution contained in document A14/P&B/33, but proposed

the insertion, after the fourth paragraph of the preamble, of an additional

paragraph reading:

Desirous of assisting in the liquidation of the results of colonialism in
the field of health.

Dr BURNEY (United States of America), on a point of order, asked whether, if the

proposed amendment was admissible, the list of speakers, which had been closed by the

Chairman, could be reopened.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the rule under which he had closed the list of speakers

was Rule 56, which read:

During the course of a debate the President may announce the list of
speakers and, with the consent of the Health Assembly, declare the list closed.
He may, however, accord the right of reply to any member if in his opinion a
speech delivered after he has declared the list closed makes this desirable.

Dr BURNEY (United States of America) said it seemed to him that, if the amendment

was admissible, the resolution would be changed and the list drawn up on the basis of

those wishing to speak on the original text should be reopened. However, he would

not question the Chairman's judgement.

Mr JONGEJANS (Netherlands) suggested that the Chairman ask the sponsors of the

draft resolution whether they accepted the amendment. If so, there would be

no problem.

The CHAIRMAN thought that procedure would be too cumbersome in view of the number

of sponsors. However, when the Committee came to vote he would put all the amend-

ments to it in the proper order and allow delegates to speak if it seemed desirable.

Dr da Silva TRAVASSOS (Portugal) said that his delegation fully agreed with the

principle of WHO assistance to newly independent nations, but could not accept the

highly political tone, inconsistent with WHO's Constitution, of the explanatory

memorandum contained in. document A1k/P&B/10. For the same reason he would not be

able to vote for the draft resolution contained in document A14 /P&03.

Dr HOURIHANE (Ireland) said he regretted that the present discussion had ever

been started, as he considered it quite inappropriate to an Assembly of the World

Health Organization. The tone of document A14 /P&B/10 showed in what frame of mind

it had been introduced. Whatever it was sought to achieve by the draft resolution
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in document Al2+/P&E/33 was already contained in the proposal put forward by the

delegation of Ghana the previous day.

However, as he had said, the present discussion was quite inappropriate to WHO.

There existed other more suitable forums in which his Government had already made

clear its anti -colonialist views. He quoted some passages from the statement of

the Irish Minister of Foreign Affairs at the fifteenth session of the United Nations

General Assembly which clearly showed his Government's opposition to all forms of

imperialism And foreign domination.

In view of the inappropriate political character of the debate he would abstain

from voting on the proposals before the Committee.

Dr ARNAOUDOV (Bulgaria) said that, in view of the overwhelming majority by which

the United Nations General Assembly had adopted the declaration concerning the

granting of independence to colonial countries, it was clearly the duty of WHO to

take prompt action to give effect to the General Assembly's views. Experience had

shown that imperialist powers ignored the health needs of the colonial peoples and

that when the latter became independent prompt action was required to assist them

in training staff, controlling communicable diseases and establishing effective

medical services. It was reasonable that at its present session WHO should try to

assess requirements in that regard. As he had already said, his own Government was

ready to assist either through WHO or through bilateral arrangements.

He had been surprised to hear that the delegate of the Netherlands did not wish

to discuss the problem of colonialism, but no doubt that delegate considered himself

as representing a colonial Power. He had been even more surprised to hear the

representative of Gabon defend colonialism, and was sure that the common people in

that country did not feel the same way.
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In general he 'supported: .the draft resolution contained .iri.doc.ùment Al4/P&B/33,

but he felt that the text was not entirely in. harmony with the title._ He therefore

proposed that after the«seéond paragraph of the preamble an additional paragraph

should be inserted reading:

Taking into consideration the declaration concerning the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples adopted by the General Assembly
of the United Nations at its thirteenth session.

Mr JONGEJANS (Netherlands) restated his position. As he had emphatically

stated the previous day, he was not speaking for colonialism, in fact he conceded

that there was a great deal of ugliness in colonialism. He was not afraid either

to refer to the uneasiness in the conscience of the West over colonialism, which

must be apparent to all who followed the press in Europe.

He rèëalled his previous statement that there were elements in the original

Russian resolution that most delegates could; agree to. Those were the facts. The

question arose, however, as to whether the Russian document was of any help at all.

If, in the process of clearing consciences, delegates were singled out, baited, and

had their noses rubbed in such dirt as might, admittedly, be there, and if they were 

made' to "lose face",' that was not-conducive to the process of the Western conscience

righting past and present wrongs. Nor -. was that, he feared, the objective of the

Russian document. The objective . of the Russian document was quite simply to exploit

a given sitúatión on the assumption that the West with its consciences would remain

silent, an intimidated bunch on the defensive - which would, give them a monopoly

of innuendo'.

The second point which might cause some surprise was that whether the Russian

document was or was not adopted was immaterial to him. He would vote against it,

on the following grounds:
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There was a fixed pattern under which certain delegations, marshalled by one

delegation, injected political propaganda into every forum, and into every Assembly

- regardless of whether those gatherings were or were not at all convened for

political purposes. That was for obvious reasons often done towards the end of

an Assembly.

There were two possible courses of action: The first was to resign oneself to

that fact of life. This would have the immediate, or at least the ostensible,

effect of not aggravating the situation. But it did constitute a grave danger to

WHO in the long run. The other course was to make it unprofitable for the delegation;

in question to continue the practice of injecting political elements into those

situations which to them seemed lop -sidedly in their favour. Now according to

Marxism- Leninism, one abandoned a tactic if it became unprofitable, and the tactic

did become Unprofitable if the intended victims talked back, and started trading

argument for argument: Imre Nagy for Patrice Lumumba, satellization for colonialism,

Esthonia- Latvia -Lithuania and Central Asia for Africa, mock freedom of religion and

speech for so- called imperialist exploitation.

He would certainly do that. The pattern must be broken. This year it was

he, next year it would be someone else who would carry the battle right through iron

and bamboo curtains into the home territory. For it was not at all as if coloniali.,

was the only political factor affecting world health adversely. There were many

issues, directly involving conditions in the Soviet bloc, that he could - and he

would, if necessary - take up, one by one. He did not relish the task, bu_ he was

deeply convinced that future World Health Assemblies would be the cleaner for it,

and the more effective.
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He had a lot more to say that he would leave unsaid, if his distinguished

opponents did not elaborate. If they did; he would prove that it was not an empty

threat when he had said that he would take them on, issue by issue, point by point.

He would assure the Chairman in advance that anything further that he might have to

say would bear just as close a relationship to world health as the full text of the

Russian document.

He also reserved the right to speak again later if necessary.

Dr AUJOULAT (France), commenting on the proposals before the Committee, observed

that the joint draft resolution and the USSR explanatory memorandum accompanying it

were very, different in character. As regards the draft resolution in document

Alk /P&B /3 , there could be no possible objection to its substance and the French

delegation earnestly hoped it would receive the Health Assembly's unanimous endorsement.

It was a pity that the USSR memorandum had not been withdrawn, since its

continued maintenance called for a considered statement of the French delegation's

position.

The French delegation was unable to accept either the terms or the substance

of that memorandum. In substance, it constituted a propaganda exercise that was

an offence to WHO's dignity, and the language used was drawn from a political jargon

that it might legitimately have been hoped would never penetrate into the

Health Assembly.

The problem the United Nations Declaration dealt with raised no difficulty of

any kind. Who amongst those present would not rejoice to see so many countries

obtain their independence and the control of their own destinies? In a few months'

time, the consequences of colonialism would no longer exist either in Africa or in

southern Asia; they would undoubtedly have to be sought for in other parts of the

world, where, despite clever camouflage, they were still extant.
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The French delegation would have preferred to leave certain political aspects

out of the discussion but was compelled by its desire for truth and justice to answer

some of the allegations made by the memorandum and by certain delegations in the

meeting the previous day.

So far as it was concerned, France was not arraigned by the assertions made in

the memorandum. France had made self-determination the basis of its policy towards

its overseas territories and within the space of a few years had brought seventeen

African countries to independence; it would go on to the finish in its traditional

attitude of strict respect for the right of self- determination of peoples.

It was true that the colonial regimes had been neither faultless nor without

mistakes, but a nation's dignity lay precisely in its capacity for self-judgement

and for correcting its own errors. France might perhaps have been less severely

judged abroad had it not allowed its people full freedom to exercise self- criticism,

as tree democracy demanded. It had gone, further still, by seating the elected

representatives of the overseas territories in its sovereign assemblies in 1945,

where they had enjoyed the right and privilege to denounce colonialism if they

desired, as had been acknowledged by the President of the Republic of Senegal in a

statement recently made in Accra.

The sphere in which France's achievements could be presented without reservation

was precisely the sphere of health - the aspect coming within the Organization's

purview. The health balance --sheet was notable both for the scope of the efforts

undertaken and the extent of the results obtained. The charges scattered throughout

the USSR memorandum made a mockery of the work carried out by thousands of devoted

doctors over a period of more than a hundred years. Indeed, the so- called colonial

doctors had written one of the finest chapters in the records of medicine. During
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the first half of this century, they had helped in discovering the pathogenic agents

of most of the tropical diseases, had produced vaccines and had brought to perfection

methods of treatment to counter the major epidemic diseases.

To present tl_,: health work carried out in the colonized countries as non -existent

or as a form of imperialism was unjust, in consigning to limbo those thousands of

colonial doctors, many hundreds of whom had given their lives in devoted service while

others had remained on guard, side by side with the growing number of indigenous

physicians. The allegations made the previous day by the USSR delegation that

African peoples had been deliberately decimated was very wide of the truth - and to

be free with facts in a body like the Health Assembly where strict regard should be

paid to the accuracy of data was a most serious matter. He could only assume that

the Soviet Union delegation had not been properly informed, for he could cite highly

scientific work of outstanding value that had been carried out since 1903 on the

problems of the colonial territories, in sure refutation of their charges.

With regard to the amendment proposed by the Albanian delegation, surely one

had the right to ask for a precise statement of the so- called consequences of

colonialism in the field of health. Could the virtual disappearance of yellow fever

from the continent of Africa for many years now be considered to fall within that

term, or the fact that the sleeping- sickness rate had gone down to 0.005 per cent.?

Likewise, must the major African educational institutions such as the Universities

of Dakar and Tananarive, Leopoldville and Elisabethville, the medical schools of

Accra, Ibadan and Kampala, the higher education centres of Abidjan and Brazzaville,

and the research institutes on various diseases be regarded as consequences of

colonialism? Would it not be nearer the truth to regard these as a constructive
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and fruitful legacy from colonialism - a legacy that was certainly inadequate given

the boundless needs but which nevertheless represented the sum of prolonged

preliminary action and the starting-point for vaster operations in the future?

The French delegation would be unable to endorse the joint draft resolution,

the terms of which were acceptable to it, unless its adoption did not entail

acceptance of the explanatory memorandum accompanying it.

Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) inquired whether it was too late, in view of

the fact that discussion had already taken place on the subject, to move that no

action be taken by the Committee on item 2.9 of the agenda.

Dr BRAVO (Chile) proposed that operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution

contained in document Alk /P&B /33 be amended by the replacement of "sanitary"

by "health ".

The CHAIRMAN referred Professor Sigurjonsson to Rule. 58 of the Rules of

Procedure of the Health Assembly.

Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) said that his intention was not to propose

adjournment of the debate but rather to move that. no action be taken at the

Fourteenth Health Assembly by the Committee on item 2.9 of the agenda.

Dr TURBOTT (New Zealand) said that he understood that the, explanatory memorandum

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics contained in document Alk /P&B/10 had now

been withdrawn by its authors, since the resolution itself as contained in document

Al0&B03 was now co- sponsored by eight other delegations. In those circumstances,

his delegation also supported the draft resolution given in document Alii/P&B/33
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Mr KOSSENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) stated that the explanatory

memorandum in document A14/P&B /lO was an account of the position of his delegation

and as such was maintained by them. This did not, however, apply to the Cosponsors

of the draft resolution in document Ali- /P&B`33.

Dr TURBOTT (New Zealand) thanked the delegate of the Soviet Union for what he

considered to be a withdrawal of the explanatory memorandum.

Mr KOSSENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that it was not

a withdrawaa since document A14/P &B /lO still explained the opinion of his delegation.

The new draft resolution contained in document A14/P&B/33 now before the meeting

replaced, however, the original draft resolution submitted by the Soviet Union

delegation.

Dr AL HAGER'I (Saudi Arabia) defined the position of his delegation. As a

co-sponsor of the draft resolution in document A14/P&B/33 he wished to make it clear

that he considered that document to be quite independent and separate from the

original draft resolution proposed by the Soviet Union in document A14 /P&B/10 Annex 1,

Rev.l and the explanatory memorandum, for which the delegation of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics was sorely responsible. He thanked the delegate of the Soviet

Union for having made the position quite clear.

Dr LACAN (Senegal) agreed that obviouoly the original draft resolution of the

Soviet Union delegation had been superseded since it had been amended and re- submitted

as a new draft resolution in document A14/P&B/33 and therefore the comments in the

explanatory memorandum were also superseded and could not be considered to commit the

Committee in any way. He therefore appealed to the meeting to take a decision on

the draft resolution contained in document A14/P&B /33
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A lot had been said about helping colonial peoples; if delegates really wanted

to help them, they could best do so by excluding all political considerations from

. their discussions and confining themselves to health matters.

In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland),

supported by Dr ALAN (Turkey) and Dr QUIROS (Peru), maintained his motion that the

Fourteenth World Health Assembly take no action on item 2.9 of the agenda.

Dr ABU SHAMMA (Sudan) moved that discussion be continued on item 2.9 of the

agenda and that a vote be taken, in view of the amount of time already spent on

its consideration.

Mr KOSSENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) insisted that the question

be discussed. It had been proposed by the Government of the Soviet Union and

included in the agenda approved by the Executive Board, in accordance with the

Constitution.

The CHAIRMAN announced that, in accordance with the Rules of Procedure, a vote

would be taken on the motion put forward by the delegate of Iceland on a point

of order.

Decision: By 33 votes to 29, with 10 abstentions, the motion was carried.

Dr ESCALONA REGtERA (Cuba) expressed his surprise at the manner in which such

an important matter had been dealt with by the Committee and protested energetically.

Mr KOSSENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) also protested categorically

against the decision which had just been taken. The attitude adopted by many

delegations was quite untenable, particularly since other delegations such as that
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of the Soviet Union had spoken in favour of countries hoping to acquire their

independence. It was regrettable that the vote had been taken in such a way, and

by WHO whose duty it was to protect the countries which had recently become

independent. The position of WHO was particularly strange when considered in the

light of the decisions taken by the United Nations. UNESCO had also considered

at its last session the role it should play in assisting countries which had

recently acquired independence and had adopted a resolution concerning cultural

evolution and education in those countries. It was a pity that, on the initiative

of certain delegations, WHO should, on the pretext that it was a specialized agency,

adopt an attitude which was not in accordance with the decisions of the United Nations

and should not desire to take action on a very important problem before it.

Dr ALAN (Turkey) felt obliged to clarify his'pósition in view of the statements

made since the vote had been taken. His delegation was aware that WHO desired to

give its full'support and assistance to those countries which had recently acquired

independence. He recalled the resolution contained in document A14/P&07, which

the Committed'had already adopted. He-had-been of the view that no action should

be taken by the Committee on item 2.9 of the agenda because he felt that its subject

was not within the purview of WHO. He added that his delegation had supported the..

decision of the United Nations in that connexion at its General Assembly..

Dr ABUSHAMMA (Sudan) expressed surprise at the sudden termination of the

discussion. and the taking of a vote; he believed that health was part of freedom.

He hoped, that action would be taken on the matter at the next Health Assembly.
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Dr PISTOLI (Albania) said that it was not the first time that such tactics had

been used at the Assembly; the first time had been on the question of the

representation of the People's Republic of China. The Committee had, in dealing

with the matter under discussion, made no contribution to the suppression of

colonialism but had instead refrained from dealing with an important matter.

Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) fully subscribed to the views expressed by the

delegate of Turkey. He had put his motion forward because after lengthy discussion

the Committee had been no nearer reaching a solution than at the beginning.

Dr MARTINEZ MARCHETTI (Argentina) said that he had voted in favour of the motion

because it was clear from the fact that seventeen new Member countries had joined

the United Nations in 1959 -1960 that colonialism was doomed to extinction. He

recalled that the Argentine delegation at the fifteenth session of the General

Assembly of the United Nations had voted in favour of the Afro -Asiatic resolution

on the subject. He was of the opinion, however, that WHO should exclude all political

considerations from its discussions, since political matters were not within its

competence. Its objective in co- operating with and assisting new countries was quite

clear from the Constitution of WHO.

Dr AL HAGERY (Saudi Arabia) expressed his deep regret at the decision taken by

the meeting. In submitting the draft resolution contained in document A14/P&B/33

as a co- sponsor he had hoped to avoid lengthy, useless and dangerous discussion and

very much regretted that the contrary had been the case. Secondly the Committee had

had an opportunity of taking a positive and useful resolution. That opportunity had

been wasted and also the opportunity of proving the efficacy of the Organization's
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assistance to peoples and countries urgently in need of it. Thirdly, the

decision taken was unfortunately political and not in the interests of the

Organization.

Dr SAMONTE (Philippines) also explained why he had voted in favour of the

motion. He was of the view that the resolution in question was superfluous since

in any case WHO was fully prepared to render all the assistance mentioned in the

resolution to the countries concerned.

Professor LUPASCU (Romania) expressed his surprise at the course taken by

the debate, and protested categorically against the superficial decision reached

on such an important subject. He noted with regret that WHO was not following

decisions taken by the United Nations.

At the invitation of the CHAIRMAN, Dr KAUL (Assistant Director -General),

Secretary, suggested that the decision to take no action on item 2.9 of the agenda

be included in the sixth report of the Committee contained in document A14 /P&04

approved earlier that afternoon.

Mr KOSSRNKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reiterated his objections

to the decision taken and said that he would vote against it when the matter came

up in a plenary meeting.

Decision: It was decided to include a reference in the sixth report of the
Committee to the decision taken in connexion with item 2.9 of the agenda.
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CLOSURE OF THE SESSION

The CHAIRMAN, before closing the meeting, expressed his sincere gratitude to

the delegates on the Committee for their co- operation, which had greatly facilitated

his task, and the democratic and parliamentary manner in which they had participated

in the discussions and reached their conclusions. He thanked the observers for non-

Member States, and the representatives of the Executive Board, international, inter-

governmental and non-governmental organizations for their participation in t'

deliberations of the Committee; the Vice -Chairman, Dr Stoyanov, for his assistance

in taking the chair at some of the meetings; Dr Kamal, Rapporteur, for the abJe

manner in which he had presented the Committee's reports; and the Director -- General

and his staff, particularly Dr Kaul, Assistant Director-General and Secretary of the

Committee, who had given him their whole-hearted support in all aspects of the work.

Without their assistance it would not have been possible to conclude the deliberations

of the Committee so expeditiously. Finally, on behalf of all present, he expressed

his gratitude to the Government of India for the excellent arrangements made.

Dr GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) thanked the

Chairman, the Vice- Chairman and the Rapporteur for their excellent work.

The meeting rose at 5.10 p.m.


